Bottom Drain
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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Drain base is installed under the liner, usually in the deepest part of the pond. Fittings to
connect the 4” pipe are included (if using with 3” pipe a 4” x 3” reducer bushing can be
installed in the fernco to reduce size). Slide one end over the outlet of the drain base and
tighten clamp securely. Place the other end over your discharge pipe and tighten securely.

After installing liner, ﬁnd drain base. Carefully cut an 8” hole in the liner directly above center hole in drain base. Be sure not to cut the hole larger than the center hole in the drain
base. Lift the liner up a few inches and inspect the top ﬂange of the drain base. Remove
any sand or debris that may have gotten on the ﬂange when pulling the liner into place. Place a
thick bead of silicone around the middle of the ﬂange and then lower liner.
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Be sure liner is laying ﬂat (no wrinkles) on drain base. Place mounting ring on liner and
center with drain base. There are 16 small indentations on one side of the ring — be sure
the indentations face up. Using the screws provided carefully screw mounting ring to drain
base. If using a cordless drill be careful not to overtighten screws! Ideally a cordless drill is used
to start the screw. But to tighten them, a hand screw driver gives you a better feel when screws
are tight.
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Place the PVC pipe over the post in the drain base. Lower the dome onto the PVC pipe
and push down. Your installation is now complete. The PVC pipe can be cut shorter if a
smaller intake slot is desired. If small ﬁsh are present, a smaller intake would be necessary.
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